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Read the book Defying Fate Book Three by Cate Miller. Defying fate and leaving Emrys behind Khalisee sets off to make a life of her own. The fates aren't through with her yet and, together with Archer, they both are pulled into a battle much bigger than anything either of them imagined, a battle that will shape and change their lives forever. Defying Fate. By: shiskanae242. How would a chance meeting between a young naruto and the cold fate obsessionist neji change the outcome of what was to what will be. Watch as naruto strives to the top, overcoming the challenges and the limitations place on her from the village that scorned her from birth, with the help of one neji hyuga.

Defying Fate has been completely revamped. There is no cheating and is not a cliff hanger. There is a HEA.

Book 1 in the Bestselling Romantic Suspense Fate Series! Sometimes love can turn ugly. Sometimes love can hurt. Sometimes the best thing to do is escape!

Leaving everything behind Izzy Parker escaped the hell that had been her life. Driving as far west as she could, to get away from her evil past she ended up in Washington State. Izzy's new life is turned upside down when she meets her Reine, S. M.

"Nobody's been back here since Elise disappeared," she said as she unlocked the door for them. "I bet she still has a few toys around, if you want to play with them." Neuma winked at James. "Not the fu...n kind. Sorry." The office had always been gloomy and lightless, but the destruction had made it even gloomier. The windows looking down on the gaming floor were cracked like ocean ice. The back half of the office was covered in debris from a collapsed roof. Nathaniel stood in the middle of it all.